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Global Jurix is a key law firm providing multi kind of services in different areas of law. It was
established in 2002, since then, the firm has earned much reputation in this area of services. The
firm is working commonly in some particular areas as corporate, commercial and intellectual
property laws. The global jurix has line up of excellent and highly skilled lawyers who provide cost-
effective legal services than other law firms. The firm has motive of providing always an excellent
and cost effective services to their clients. Approximate fifty legal professional are working currently
with the firm across major cities as New Delhi (headquarters), Mumbai, Nagpur, Hyderabad and
Ahmadabad. It has also made their association with the firms in UK, China, South Africa, US and
Australia. Several of industries, real estate, banking and other corporate sectors are benefitted with
the firms and eagerly seeking advices from lawyers. An individual can find legal services for
corporate and commercial law, finance, capital services, trademarks, patent registration etc.

Zeus law associates is corporate commercial law firm occupied in providing full services in the
different sectors as real estate, hospitality and several of corporate houses. It was established in
2005 and make also best position since then in the legal areas. As completely dedicated to their
clients, zeus law associates has dedicated regulatory practice group, specialized in securities laws,
competition law, anti dumping issues etc. The firms has spread their practice areas in the field of
litigation, corporate law, commercial law, real estate and infrastructure, intellectual property law,
indirect tax etc. The main branch of firm is situated in Delhi and it has also the branch office in
Gurgaon, most popular commercial hub in the region of national capital. It has built their network in
various cities such as Bangalore, Jaipur, Mumbai, Chandigarh, Dubai and Hong Kong.

Luthra & Luthra is a leading service law firm, which focused on providing high end superiority
services to clients in different areas such as audit, tax, advice-giving and corporate legal matters.
They worked as need of each client and give unique and remarkable solution to clients. The luthra
and luthra has higher skilled and trained professional who provide imaginative solutions to their
client and also give assistance in achieving organizational goals. The firm focuses on embody
corporate and high ranking business officers and also work for business disputes and shareholder
litigation. An individual can find also services in the area of IP and tax matters with the firms,
particularly in London and Singapore.

Crawford Bayley & Co is an oldest and most popular law firms in India having rich experience in
various legal practice areas. The firm has partners and assistance who are dedicatedly serving to
clients. They have complete legal expertise and also advising in leading and key companies in India
as well as overseas and solve various kind of matters legally. The crawford bayley & co is always
busy with biggest corporate house and major multination corporations and solving many complex
matters. They provide required advices on company laws, securities laws, taxation laws, labor laws
and several other areas of laws. The lawyers and experts at firms are aggressively involved in
representing their clients and give all types of supports in any particular services.

A common person and corporate person can contact also with azb & partners to get excellent
services for corporate and private entity. It is one of most inexhaustible law firms in the market and
also having experienced in providing all types of legal services and giving advices to clients in
establishing a variety of funds, investments routing and regulatory matter.
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Find some of the well known law firms like a global jurix, Zeus law associates, a luthra & luthra,
Crawford Bayley & Co, a azb & partners etc. to find cost effective legal services regarding your
matters.
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